STRUCTURFLEX PROMOTIONAL
CANOPIES FOR BRANDING WITH
REAL IMPACT
Structurflex canopies, outstanding in their field
Structurflex canopies make sure you stand head
and shoulders above the crowd. On the sports
field, exhibition or field days, entice customers
with your own Structurflex canopy promoting
your brand or image while providing an excellent
hospitality area or covered trade display.

Make sure you stand head and shoulders above the crowd
Image Projection
A high profile canopy sets your image above the rest.
Structurflex canopies stand head and shoulders above regular
marquees, projecting your innovative image, unique logo and
identity to the public.
Fabric
All Structurflex canopies are made from acrylic-coated, polyester
reinforced P.V.C. fire-retardant fabric specially treated to prevent
moisture wicking.
Tensioning System
The all-welded fabrication, anodised aluminium poles,
passivated pegs, polyester guy web and double purchase
tensioning system ensure high quality and long life.

Portability
The 8m x 6m canopy complete with pegs, poles, walls and carry
bags is easily transported in the average size hatchback.
Simple Erection
The Structurflex canopy is lighter to erect than a conventional
tent structure. With fewer poles and a simple effective
tensioning system the easy to follow layout plan makes for
speedy erection. An 8m x 6m canopy can be erected by two
people in 15 minutes.
Easy to Clean
The acrylic lacquered P.V.C. surface can be readily cleaned with
mild detergent or ‘Fleetwash’ vinyl cleaner.

Specifications
Structurflex canopies are available in three standard sizes 12x9m,
8x6m and 5.5x4m. Canopies are supplied with Ridge Poles, Edge
Poles, Pegs, Carry Bags and erection instructions. Walls are
supplied in sections and a full set requires 8 walls per canopy.

12m x 9m Canopy
•• Available with Expo walls.
•• 93 sqm - Capacity: 100 people
L 12m, W 9m, H 6.1m

8m x 6m Canopy
•• Available with Expo walls or Standard walls.
•• Connecting gutters to join two or more canopies.
•• 42 sqm - Capacity: 50 people
L 8m, W 6m, H 4.5m

5.5m x 4m Canopy
•• Available with Expo walls or Standard walls.
•• Connecting gutters to join two or more canopies.
•• 37 sqm - Capacity: 30 people
L 5.5m, W 4m, H 3m
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